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Table 2: Selected OASIS Items That Can Be Gathered During Home Visits5
PRE-VISIT
• Telephone call prior to visit
(MO770)
- Hearing (MO400)
- Speech (MO410)
- Cognitive ability (MO560)

• Review of referral
- Race (MO140)
- Payment (MO0150)
- Gender (MO050)
- Primary physician (MO069,
MO072)
- Inpatient discharge date/
diagnosis (MO180, MO210)

VISIT
POST-VISIT
• Basic demographics (MO010 to • Diagnosis (MO230, MO240)
MO0160) - must be validated in • Prognosis in rehab (MO260,
home
MO270)
• Assessment of home environment (MO310, MO320, MO330)
- Structural barriers (MO310)
- Safety hazards (MO320)
- Sanitation hazards (MO330)
• Health history (MO170, MO190)
- Onset of current illness
(MO200, MO220)
- High risk factors (MO290)
• Physical assessment
- Cardiopulmonary (MO450,
MO650, MO660)
- GI/GU (MO520, MO530,
MO540)
- Nutrition (MO710, MO720,
MO760)

• the schedule of times when you check
your voice mail (e.g., early morning and late
afternoon);
• the number to call in case of emergency
when an immediate response is needed; and
• the time of day that you return telephone
calls. This gives callers a time frame when they
can expect to receive a return call from you. It
also gives you the flexibility to answer nonurgent messages during planned telephone time.
Incorporate a daily telephone agenda and
outcomes log into your calendar. Schedule
time on your calendar for listening to voice
mail and making calls.
Prepare a script for coordination calls with
members of the multidisciplinary team to keep
you focused on essential topics for discussion.
Keep frequently called numbers in your planner telephone book and at regular intervals
update your database for telephone numbers.
A tip for improving the effectiveness of your
telephone communications is to schedule faceto-face visits to frequently called telephone
contacts that you have never met in person.
These contacts include private physicians and
their staff, clinic physicians and clinic nurses,

who are involved with your home care patients.
A quick introduction and handshake will
save you much telephone time in the future
when it comes to receiving signed or verbal
orders or requesting responses to your telephone messages.

Stress Management
Managing your stress is essential for maintaining your own health and avoiding the kind
of stress overload that will sabotage your bestlaid plans for effective time management. Some
practical ways to avoid, reduce or relieve stress
include the following:
• Anticipate your needs. Regularly charge
your cell phone and computer, fill your car
with gas, obtain enough coins for meters, tolls,
telephones, and carry batteries for your beeper,
snacks and water.
• Prepare for morning the day before by
replenishing your clinical and documentation
supplies.
• Call your patients and caregivers the day
before to schedule your visit. For daily visits,
schedule with the patient/caregiver for the following day during your visit.
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• Establish a quiet place of your own to
work, relax and think.
• Take advantage of your body rhythms for
scheduling activities that require high energy
and concentration.
• Reward yourself after stressful activities.
Take time out to breath deeply, stretch and talk
to a sympathetic listener.
• Say “no” more often if you are meeting others needs at the expense of meeting your own.

Structure for Success
By employing these techniques, Suzanne Brown
can complete her seven home visits, meet all of
her coordination and documentation responsibilities, and still have time for her personal life.
You too can structure your time in the ever
changing and demanding home care environment to meet your professional and personal
goals. Always strive to integrate your personal
with professional goals when managing your
time. Plan your schedule around a 12-hour day
to include daily self-care.
Personalize your schedule as much as possible. Build personal rewards and stress management into your workday schedule to avoid
burnout. Maintain control of your time by
building flexibility into your schedule.
Remember, the availability of home health
care is dependent upon the survival of you, the
home health care nurse. ■
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